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1. Introduction
Dissemination and exploitation of the results is an essential part of the
openMOS project. This document has been produced by the partners in the
openMOS consortium to describe the process in creating the project flyer.
The following is an extract from the openMOS description of work1 stating the
objectives of the task that includes the production of this deliverable:
Task 8.1 Dissemination Activities [Lboro, M1-M36]
Involved partners: Lboro, IntRoSys, fortiss, Elrest, Xetics, Ford,
SenseAir, Inotec, Afag, HSSMI, UniNova, KTH, Linkopings,
Masmec, Asys, Electrolux, We+
The dissemination activities will address the following target groups:
the industry, predominantly SMEs, the scientific community and the
general public. A dissemination strategy will outline the mix of
dissemination activities and contents with which the targeted visibility
will be achieved. According to this, in this task the contents for the
different dissemination means will be detailed and finalised. This will
include: a distinct project corporate design, including logo, colours, and
common templates to be used, creating a collaborative spirit and
identification with the project, and its objectives internally as well as a
recognisable project "trademark". A dedicated project flyer, as well as
two specialised small publications (flyers, brochures) accompanying
openMOS dissemination events.

1

The openMOS consortium, openMOS ‐ Description of Work, Proposal 680735 for the EU Horizon 2020
framework programme, 2015.
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1.1.

Design and Conceptualisation

The aim of the design was to provide a clear and easy to understand overview
of the project. We have achieved this by devising a structure that clearly
explains the vision and challenges of the project. This includes a section
explaining overall aims and objectives, a detailed list of all the work packages
and associated partners, news and events , a comprehensive list of all
partners within the consortium as well as a downloads section. The purpose
is actively share project results as effectively as possible.
It also includes a newsletter subscription which is open to the general public.
The newsletter will be shared a regular intervals and will include the latest
developments within the project.
1.2.

Development

In terms of development of the website, there’s been an open and fair
consultation with the entire consortium throughout. Their feedback has been
sought and incorporated at key stages. As a first step, everyone was asked
to address three main criteria – the goal, target audience and type of content
Using the information gathered from our initial discussions a site map was
created (see Fig: 1) - the site map lists all the primary topic areas of the site
as well as sub-topics. This serves as a content guide and helps in developing
a consistent and easy to understand navigational system. We chose an
interface that was simple to navigate and user friendly.
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The logo colours were used as a guide for the rest of the web design to help
strengthen the identity of the consortium on the website. Once the “look” of
the website was agreed we started work on the website itself. All the
individual graphic elements from the prototype were used to create the
functional site. This was done by first developing the home page, followed by
a “shell” for the interior pages. The shell served as a template for the content
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pages of the site, as it contained the main navigational structure for the web
site. Once the shell was created it was populated with the content collated
through the consortium.
At this point, we shared the web site with the consortium requesting for
feedback so final changes could be made and we could start testing phase.
We tested the complete functionality of forms and other scripts, as well as
testing for compatibility issues (viewing differences between various web
browsers and viewing formats e.g. PC, phone etc.), ensuring that the website
is optimised for viewing across all platforms.
Once final checks were made the website was uploaded to the server and the
site was put through a final run-through. This was just precautionary, to
confirm that all files have been uploaded correctly, and that the site continues
to be fully functional.
This marked the official launch of the website, as it is now viewable to the
public. To access it please visit: https://www.openmos.eu/
We are now in the maintenance phase of the website by keeping it relevant
with the latest developments via our in house Content Management System
(CMS).
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Appendix:
1. Screenshot of OpenMOS Homepage:

2. Screenshot of ‘Partners’ page:
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3. Screenshot of ‘About Us’ page:
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